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We analyze a simple and feasible practical scheme displaying Zeno, anti-Zeno, and inverse-Zeno effects in the
observation of wave-packet spreading caused by free evolution. The scheme is valid both in spatial diffraction of
classical optical waves and in time diffraction of a quantum wave packet. In the optical realization, diffraction
spreading is observed by placing slits between a light source and a light-power detector. We show that the
occurrence of Zeno or anti-Zeno effects depends just on the frequency of observations between the source and
detector. These effects are seen to be related to the diffraction mode theory in Fabry-Perot resonators.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.84.052109 PACS number(s): 03.65.Xp, 42.25.Fx, 42.60.Da, 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
We owe to quantum mechanics the most subtle reflections
on the subject-object relation in observation processes. This
includes the unavoidable perturbation of the observed system,
which acquires the form of Zeno-type effects when its
evolution is repeatedly monitored along time [1–3]. Zeno
effects can be found at least in three forms: proper Zeno
effect (the evolution is slowed down) [1–4], anti-Zeno effect
(the evolution is speeded up) [5–12], and inverse-Zeno effect
(the evolution is guided by gradually changing measurements)
[13–16]. Remarkably, the Zeno effects have crossed the
quantum-classical border [13,14,17–19].
In this work we present an example of such Zeno effects by
means of an extremely simple and practical scheme. Any Zeno
scheme requires a clear identification of two ingredients: the
observed dynamics and the measurement performed to observe
such a dynamics.
Here the evolution to be observed is the free diffraction
spreading of a wave packet in two different physical systems:
(i) a quantum free particle and (ii) classical light diffraction
in the Fresnel regime. The equivalence of these systems arises
from the fact that the dynamical evolution of both is ruled by
the same equation, namely, the Schro¨dinger equation. In fact,
free particle evolution has been referred to as time diffraction in
the literature (see, for example, [20]). Time diffraction lowers
the probability of finding the particle in its initial region after
any lapse of time. In classical wave optics, diffraction lowers
the light power reaching a distant, finite detector from a finite
source (we consider source and detector of the same size).
We propose that the diffraction can be observed by inserting
intermediate slits between the source and the detector. These
slits play the role of measurements, since they make it possible
to detect the amount of power in the finite region they define. In
other words, these slits monitor whether spreading has already
taken place or not. This can be therefore considered a bona fide
Zeno scheme. The idea is to study how the light power reaching
the detector depends on the number of slits introduced and
other relevant parameters, such as source-detector distance.
To be convinced that this is worth investigating, one can ask
whether placing a slit midway between two other slits will
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decrease the light power reaching the detector (anti-Zeno
effect) or otherwise will increase it (Zeno effect). In time
diffraction, the particle is prepared somewhere within a finite
spatial region, and the position is periodically measured to
monitor whether the particle continues in the initial region.
The merits of the aforementioned scheme are, among others
(for definiteness we mainly focus on the classical wave optics
realization), the following.
(i) There is a full equivalence between the quantum and
classical-optics versions. Classical versions of Zeno effects
are welcome since they allow us to better understand both
classical wave optics and quantum mechanics.
(ii) We find striking parallels with the diffraction modes
of a Fabry-Perot resonator. They were actually introduced
as the waves shaped by repeated diffraction in the finite-size
resonator mirrors [21]. Moreover, this equivalence can be ex-
tended to other physical processes, such as pulse compression
by saturable absorbers, for example.
(iii) Zeno, anti-Zeno, and inverse-Zeno effects can occur in
the same scheme by simply varying the relative positions of
the source, intermediate slits, and detector (or equivalently, by
changing the slit width and light wavelength).
(iv) Zeno, anti-Zeno, and inverse-Zeno effects are clearly
perceptible even after a very small number of measurements.
(v) The classical-optics version has an extremely simple ex-
perimental implementation, accessible even to undergraduate
labs.
(vi) Contrary to the more standard Zeno effect, in our case
the measurement does not project the system into the initial
state. The measurement determines the total light power within
the slit, or the probability of finding the quantum particle in
that region, but otherwise the wave and particle are free to
evolve respecting this confinement. This is, in other words, an
example of Zeno dynamics [22,23].
The organization of this work is as follows. In Sec. II we
present the results for the Zeno effects obtained from numerical
simulations. Their theoretical interpretation is developed in
Sec. III. The main conclusions are extracted in Sec. IV.
II. ZENO, ANTI-ZENO, AND INVERSE-ZENO EFFECTS
IN WAVE-PACKET SPREADING
Diffraction of the wave packet of envelope ψ(x) by a slit
of half-width a can be described by the Fresnel diffraction
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FIG. 1. (a) Unobserved diffraction. (b) Observed diffraction.
integral, which is conveniently written in the form
ψ1(ξ ) = 1√2πiζ
∫ 1
−1
dξ ′ψ(ξ ′) exp
[
i
2ζ
(ξ ′ − ξ )2
]
, (1)
where ξ = x/a is the spatial coordinate in units of a, and ζ =
z/(ka2) is the propagation distance z in units of the diffraction
distance ka2, k = 2π/λ being the wave number and λ the
wavelength. Equation (1) describes also the spreading of the
quantum wave packet of a particle ψ(x) with center of mass at
rest confined in [−a,a] if ζ = h¯t/(ma2) is the time t in units
of the diffraction time ma2/h¯.
In our numerical simulations, a uniform plane wave
illuminates the slit (Fig. 1). The detector then measures the
light power going through a slit of equal size placed at a
fixed distance ζD, both when no slits are inserted (unobserved
diffraction case) and when a number of intermediate slits
are evenly inserted (observed diffraction case). Given N ,
n = 0,1, . . . ,N denote the source, intermediate, and detector
slits at positions ζn = (ζD/N)n. The number of intermediate
slits is then N − 1 (in particular, N = 1 means no intermediate
slits). In order to evaluate the field ψN (ξ ) at the detector slit
and the captured power,
PN =
∫ 1
−1
|ψN (ξ )|2dξ, (2)
we make use of Eq. (1) N times with ζ = ζD/N , starting
with ψ(ξ ) = const. in [−1, + 1], to find the field in each
intermediate slit from the preceding one until the detector
slit. Figure 2(a) represents the power PN as a function of
N , and shows that the detected power increases, though
not monotonically, as more and more intermediate slits are
inserted, approaching the power on the source slit, P0, in the
limit of large N . For N = 50, for example, we get about 50%
of power increase with respect to the case of no intermediate
slits. Figure 2(b) shows that the eventual growth with large
N holds for all values of ζD. The detected power without
intermediate slits (lower curve) is lower than the detected
power with a large-enough number of inserted slits (upper
curves). Translated into a quantum mechanics language, we
can affirm that a particle prepared in a localized state is more
likely to preserve its localization if this property is checked
a large-enough number of times, since PN represents the
FIG. 2. (Color online) Normalized power PN/P0 in the detector
slit (a) as a function of the number of slits for a fixed source-detector
distance ζD and (b) as a function of the distance ζD for a few, increasing
number of slits within ζD.
probability of finding the particle in the localized region after
N measurements.
Figure 3 illustrates how this Zeno effect is forged as light is
diffracted more and more times in the intermediate slits. The
power at a distance ζ is computed as
P (ζ ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|ψζ (ξ )|2dξ, (3)
where ψζ (ξ ) represents the wave at plane ζ . In absence of
intermediate slits, the beam power is preserved (horizontal
lighter line) until the beam impinges the detector slit, where it
loses an important fraction of its power (vertical lighter line).
As intermediate slits are inserted and their number increases,
the “staircases” of power due to diffraction losses at each slit
(darker lines) have more but so less steep steps that the power
reaches higher and higher values at the detector. The same
description applies to the probability of finding the particle
after checking more and more frequently its presence in a
finite region of space.
As pointed out in the Introduction, a nonobvious fact is
that the power in the detector starts to increase from the
very first intermediate slit when the source-detector distance
verifies ζD  2 [see, for example, Fig. 2(a)]. The opposite
situation with ζD  2 is illustrated in Fig. 4. Initially, inserting
FIG. 3. Normalized power P (ζ )/P0, where P (ζ ) is computed
according to Eq. (3), as a function of the propagation distance ζ for
different number of intermediate slits within ζD = 2.0. Steps are at
ζn = n(ζD/N ), n = 0,1 . . . ,N for each N . The lowest step of each
staircase is the power that arrives at the detector in each case.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Open circles: Normalized powerPN/P0
in the detector slit as a function of the number of intermediate slits
for some given values of ζD. Dashed curves: prediction of Eq. (13),
valid for N  ζD. (b) Solid curves: Normalized power P (ζ )/P0 as a
function of the propagation distance ζ for different number of slits
within ζD = 15. The lowest step of each staircase is the power that
arrives at the detector in each case. Dashed curves: the same but using
the approximate values (2N/πζD)n, n = 0,1 . . . ,N , at ζn = n(ζD/N ).
an increasing number of slits results in a regular decrease of
the detected power [see Fig. 4(a), open circles curves], though
the inclusion of further slits always reverses this trend. This
is the more intuitive situation in which the more the loss events,
the lower the power in the detector [Fig. 4(b), solid curves],
and represents an anti-Zeno effect in wave-packet spreading:
Repeated observation of wave-packet spreading within a
certain distance or time ζD enhances spreading compared to
the unobserved case. The anti-Zeno effect is manifested when
the observation intervals, or slit-to-slit distance, are slightly
larger than one diffraction length: as seen in Fig. 4(a), the
detected power at ζD = 5,10,15,20 continuously decreases
until N = 4,8,12,16 slits, respectively, are inserted [Fig. 4(a)],
which yields a slit-to-slit distance ζD/N  1.25 in all four
cases. A similar value is obtained in other cases. The value
1.25 times the diffraction length can be then considered
as a Zeno distance (or time) in wave-packet spreading,
which marks off the transition from a Zeno to an anti-Zeno
behavior.
As a variant of the Zeno effect, the inverse-Zeno effect can
also be observed in wave-packet spreading. The scheme of
Fig. 1 is now changed by the one displayed in Fig. 5, where
the detector slit is laterally displaced so that its bottom edge
is at the same height as the top edge of the source slit, and
therefore they do not overlap. As in the preceding cases, we
insert equally spaced slits between the source and the detector,
but they are now gradually displaced in the lateral direction
by ξn = n(2/N ), n = 0,1 . . . ,N , as sketched in Fig. 5. The
inverse-Zeno effect occurs if the light power reaching the
detector in the observed diffraction case is larger than in the
unobserved diffraction case, meaning that the wave has been
guided by observation, at least partially, to the nonoverlapping
detector.
Figure 6(a) depicts the light power on the detector PN as
a function of N for given ζD, showing again a substantial rise
with the number of intermediate, gradually displaced slits, a
rise that reaches the source power P0 in the limit N → ∞.
Figure 6(b) represents the power as a function of ζ for several
number of intermediate, displaced slits within ζD = 1.5. As
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FIG. 5. Scheme for the inverse-Zeno effect. (a) Unobserved
diffraction. (b) Observed diffraction.
described in relation to Fig. 3, light spreads between slits but
preserves its power, experiencing, therefore, sudden drops as
light impinges the intermediate slits. However, as in the Zeno
effect, increasing the number of steps down results in a higher
last step, that is, a higher detected power. In the analogous
quantum mechanical system, the particle can be said to be
guided to the desired region of space by repeatedly asking
the particle if it is gradually displaced toward that region. As
in the Zeno effect, this inverse-Zeno effect is preceded by
an inverse-anti-Zeno effect when the source-detector distance
allows low-enough frequency of the measurements.
III. THEORY
To simplify the notation and emphasize the parallelism
with quantum mechanics, we rewrite the Fresnel integral in
Eq. (1) as
ψ1(ξ ) = U (ζ )ψ0(ξ ), (4)
FIG. 6. (Color online) For the inverse-Zeno scheme of Fig. 5,
(a) normalized power PN/P0 on the detector slit as a function of the
number of intermediate, laterally displaced slits for a fixed source-
detector distance ζD; (b) normalized power P (ζ )/P0 as a function of
the propagation distance ζ for different number of intermediate slits
within ζD. Steps are at ζn = n(ζD/N ), where the laterally displaced
slits by ξn = n(2/N ), n = 0,1 . . . ,N for each N are placed. The
lowest step of each staircase is the power that arrives at the detector
in each case.
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where ψ0(ξ ) = T (ξ )ψ(ξ ) is the initial localized state due to
truncation with the aperture function
T (ξ ) =
{
1 if |ξ |  1,
0 otherwise, (5)
and where U (ζ ) = exp(−iHζ ) is the evolution operator, with
H = − 12∂2/∂ξ 2 the Hamiltonian. Setting
P0 =
∫
dξ |ψ0(ξ )|2 = 1, (6)
all expressions below hold equally for the quantum probability
or the light power normalized to the source power.
A. One-dimensional Zeno effect
In a standard Zeno scheme, measurements check whether
the evolved state U (ζ )|ψ0〉 is in the initial localized state |ψ0〉.
Measurement is described by applying the projector |ψ0〉〈ψ0|
to U (ζ )|ψ0〉, so that the emerging state is |ψ0〉〈ψ0|U (ζ )|ψ0〉
and the probability of finding the initial state is given by
|〈ψ0|U (ζ )|ψ0〉|2. Applying this scheme to N measurements
evenly spaced by ζD/N in ζD, the probability of finding
the initial state |ψ0〉 in the last measurement is P (S)N =|〈ψ0|U (ζD/N )|ψ0〉|2N , or
P
(S)
N =
∣∣∣∣
∫
dξψ	0 (ξ )U (ζD/N )ψ0(ξ )
∣∣∣∣
2N
, (7)
where the superscript (S) stands for “standard” scheme.
The probability is the product of individual probabilities
because the state is reset, except for its amplitude, to
the initial state in each measurement. In the standard
Zeno, U is usually approached by U = 1 + iH (ζD/N) +
(1/2)H 2(ζD/N )2 for large-enough N . Further, in case that
〈ψ0|H |ψ0〉 and 〈ψ0|H 2|ψ0〉 are well-defined, P (S)N  [1 −
(ζD/N)2(H )2ψ0 ]N → 1 as N → ∞ is obtained, meaning
that the state is |ψ0〉 in the limit of infinitely frequent
measurements.
B. Zeno effect within a subspace in wave-packet spreading
In Sec. II we instead have checked if the position of
the quantum particle remains in the initial space domain
[−1,+1]. A measurement is then described by applying the
projector ∫ +1−1 dξ |ξ 〉〈ξ |, the state after the measurement then
being
∫ +1
−1 dξ |ξ 〉〈ξ |U (ζ )|ψ0〉, or T (ξ )U (ζ )ψ0(ξ ) in position
representation. Accordingly, the state after N measurements
of position within ζD is
ψN (ξ ) = T (ξ )U (ζD/N) · · · T (ξ )U (ζD/N)ψ0(ξ ), (8)
and the probability of finding the particle in [−1, + 1] is
PN =
∫
dξ |T (ξ )U (ζD/N) · · · T (ξ )U (ζD/N)ψ0(ξ )|2. (9)
As explained, this quantum dynamics is analogous to that of
repeated diffraction in a distance ζD, PN then meaning the
power in the N th slit normalized to the power on the source
slit. Generally, it is not possible to factorize Eq. (9) as in
the standard Zeno scheme, since the state is not reset to the
initial one in each measurement, and other approaches must be
pursued to explain the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects described
in Sec II.
1. Fraunhofer regime
Let us first analyze the anti-Zeno effect. Suppose that ζD
is large enough, and N is small enough that the slit-to-slit
distance ζD/N 
 1. For the input square wave ψ0(ξ ) =
T (ξ )/√2 considered in the preceding section, we have
U (ζD/N)ψ0(ξ )  e
iξ 2N/2ζD
√
2
(
2N
πiζD
)1/2
sin(ξN/ζD)
ξN/ζD
, (10)
where Fraunhofer diffraction has been used. Well within the
Fraunhofer region (ζD/N 
 1), this pattern can be regarded
as approximately uniform in the limited region [−1,+1], and
thus we write
ψ1(ξ ) = T (ξ )U (ζD/N )ψ0(ξ ) ≈ T (ξ )√
2
(
2N
πiζD
)1/2
(11)
for the wave just after the first slit, with power (2N/πζD).
Within this approximation, we can repeatedly apply the
operator T (ξ )U (ζD/N) to obtain similar expressions for the
wave ψn(ξ ) just after the nth slit, and its power as (2N/πζD)n.
In particular, the wave on the detector is
ψN (ξ ) ≈ T (ξ )√
2
(
2N
πiζD
)N/2
, (12)
and the measured power is
PN ≈
(
2N
πζD
)N
. (13)
Given ζD, this expression is expected to be approximately
valid for N  ζD. The value of PN given by Eq. (13) is
seen to be a decreasing function of N for N  ζD [Fig. 4(a),
dashed curves] that provides an accurate description of the
anti-Zeno effect in wave-packet spreading. The power loss
by repeated factors (2N/πζD) gives a good description of
the actual power loss as light impinges each intermediate
slit during its propagation from the source to the detector
[Fig. 4(b), dashed curves].
2. Fresnel regime
The anti-Zeno effect disappears when the slit-to-slit dis-
tance is not in the Fraunhofer region. With increasing number
of slits, diffraction can act a sufficient number of times to shape
a diffraction wave mode, whose much lower diffraction losses
can explain the Zeno effect described in Sec. II. As originally
studied for plane, two-mirror (Fabry-Perot) resonators [21], a
diffraction mode self-reproduces upon propagation from one
to the next diffracting slit (from mirror to mirror) apart from
a complex constant or eigenvalue, that is, ψn+1(ξ ) = γψn(ξ ).
Accordingly, the power varies as Pn+1 = |γ |2Pn ≡ (1 − δ)Pn,
where δ is the fractional power loss per slit (i.e., per mirror
reflection). The shape of a diffraction wave mode and its frac-
tional power loss depend on the slit spacing (mirror distance)
L. For the fundamental diffraction mode the fractional power
loss can be approximated by δ ≈ 0.12N−3/2F if the resonator
Fresnel number NF = a2/(λL) is greater than unity [21].
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Normalized power P (ζ )/P0 as a function
of the propagation distance ζ for different large numbers of
intermediate slits within ζD = 3.0 (a) as predicted by the model of
diffraction modes and (b) evaluated as in Fig. 3, starting with uniform
illumination.
For a large-enough number of intermediate slits between
the source and the detector, we can assume that the diffraction
mode corresponding to the slit spacing propagates from
slit to slit and the above theory applies. In our case, the
slit spacing is L = zD/N , the Fresnel number is NF =
Na2/λzD, or, in our dimensionless variables, NF = N/2πζD,
and the fractional power loss per slit becomes δ = b(ζD/N)3/2
[b = 0.12(2π )3/2  1.8899]. Thus, as the number of slits N
increases, the Fresnel number increases proportionally, but
the losses per slit decrease as the faster rate N−3/2, which
results in a higher power on the detector. More precisely, the
variation of the power from slit to slit is given by Pn+1 − Pn =
−b(ζD/N )3/2Pn, which leads, for small slit spacing, to the
exponential decay
Pn  P0 exp
[
−b
(
ζD
N
)1/2
ζn
]
, (14)
with a “lifetime” growing as N1/2. In particular, the power
on the detector PN = P0 exp(−bζ 3/2D /N1/2) also increases
as N1/2, approaching P0 as N → ∞. The exponentially
decaying steps of the power for different, large numbers of
intermediate slits, as predicted by Eq. (14), are represented in
Fig. 7(a) in order to show that this simple model reproduces
the mechanism of the actual Zeno effect, represented in
Fig. 7(b). These two figures differ quantitatively because in
(a) the fundamental diffraction mode is assumed to propagate
from the beginning, while in (b) the diffraction mode is
gradually formed from the input uniform illumination. Figure 8
shows the gradual formation of the diffraction mode (thick
solid curve) as the input square wave is diffracted by the
successive slits for N = 480 slits in ζD = 3, corresponding
to a slit spacing 0.006 25 and a Fresnel number NF  25.5
(as an example, for visible light at λ = 600 nm and a slit
of width 2a = 1 mm, three diffraction lengths would be
7854 mm and the slit spacing would be about 16.36 mm).
The process of mode formation from the uniform illumination
causes the decays in Fig. 7(b) to be initially faster than
exponential, but they are moderated to the same exponential
decays as in Fig. 7(a) at distances where the wave mode is
substantially formed. The result is a slightly less pronounced
Zeno effect in the detected power compared to the prediction
of the simple model starting with diffraction modes. Also, the
FIG. 8. Solid curve: amplitude |ψ(ξ )| of the fundamental diffrac-
tion mode for NF  N/(2πζD)  25.5, corresponding to N = 480
slits in ζD = 3. Dashed curves: amplitudes |ψn(ξ )| on the intermediate
slits n = 0,40,80, showing the gradual formation of the fundamental
diffraction mode explaining the Zeno effect. For better comparison,
all peak amplitudes are normalized to unity.
uniform illumination excites spurious higher-order diffraction
modes. Since their diffraction losses are higher, the oscillations
observed in Fig. 7(b) and caused by interference with the
fundamental mode, attenuate with propagation distance.
The inverse-Zeno effect with misaligned slits can be
understood from the diffraction mode theory in a similar way
as the Zeno effect. The only significant difference is that the
diffraction wave mode that builds up by repeated diffraction
and the corresponding losses per slit, are those of a misaligned,
two-mirror laser resonator, as described in specific studies on
the effects of misalignment on these resonators [21].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed a simple and feasible scheme displaying
Zeno, anti-Zeno, and inverse-Zeno effects, valid in quantum
mechanics and classical wave optics. The classical wave optics
scheme is particularly simple since observation of the system
is achieved just by inserting slits between a light source and a
light-power detector.
We have shown that the occurrence of Zeno or anti-Zeno
effect depends on the separation between the source and the
detector and the number of intermediate slits. The anti-Zeno
effect seems more intuitive: Adding diffracting slits increases
diffraction and holds for large-enough separation between slits
(i.e., less frequent measurements). This separation is close
to the diffraction length (which is determined by slit size
and light wavelength). On the other hand, the Zeno effect
holds for smaller separation between slits (i.e., more frequent
measurements) and corresponds to the rather counterintuitive
behavior that diffraction is inhibited by placing more and more
diffracting slits between the source slit and the detector. The
slit separation for the transition between Zeno and anti-Zeno
effects is the analog of the so-called Zeno time [5–8,24,25].
We have related the Zeno effect to the diffraction mode
theory in Fabry-Perot resonators. The total power losses during
passage through tightly space slits are less than the total losses
through widely spaced slits within the same distance. This is
because a diffraction mode of the equivalent resonator tends
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to be formed by the many diffractions and because the mode
losses are lower as the slit spacing diminishes. In this regard,
the limit of a continuous of measurements in the quantum
domain has been considered in Ref. [22,23], where it is shown
that the wave packet evolves as in an infinitely deep well
potential. In classical wave optics, such an ideal limit might
be regarded as a perfect conductor waveguide, forcing the
vanishing of the electric field at its walls, avoiding diffraction
losses by expelling the field away from the walls.
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